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FOREWORD 
This research has started as a submission to the conference celebrating the 400th 
anniversary of John Dowland in Cambridge, United Kingdom. The purpose of the 
research is to have a closer look, in terms of rhetoric figures, to religious partsongs 
published in A Pilgrimes Solace by Dowland, and connect this musico-rhetorical 
analysis to the society contemporary to these songs.  
 
The rhetorical analysis part of the research was prepared and presented in the 
conference mentioned and another conference for musicology graduate students in 
Istanbul. The sociological methodology used in the research resulted from an 
independent study with Dr. Jane Ellen HARRISON. 
 
I would like to thank my supervisor Dr. Paul WHITEHEAD for giving me invaluable 
advice and support always when needed. I would also like to thank Dr. Jane Ellen 
HARRISON, for her advice regarding the methodology, and Berna ANIL, for 
pointing me in the direction of rhetoric as a research area.  
 
 
 
 
May 2014 
 
Mehmet Selim YAVUZ 
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JOHN DOWLAND’S RELIGIOUS VENTURE: 
PERSPECTIVES ON THE ELIZABETHAN SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND 
RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF “A PILGRIMES SOLACE” 
 
SUMMARY 
Even though John Dowland himself declared that The Third Booke and Last Booke of 
Songs of Aires would in fact be the final songbook of his oeuvre, nine years later he 
published another one, which he called A Pilgrimes Solace. With this songbook, his 
usual choice of “worldly” texts showed slight alteration, and he included several 
songs that appraised sacred ideals alongside the accustomed earthly motivated songs. 
This paper compares the different stylistic characteristics Dowland employs in A 
Pilgrimes Solace, and it shows the contrasts of musical assets between settings of 
these various types of texts. A crucial comparison with earlier songbooks also takes 
place. Robert Toft’s research on the “rhetorical artifice” of Dowland provides an 
important basis for this paper. Robert Headlam Wells and Anthony Rooley also have 
commented in detail on Dowland’s compositional techniques in setting these texts. 
The undeniable role of rhetoric in reflecting textual nuances aids in highlighting the 
composer’s musical choices on disparate subject matter. Dowland alters contrapuntal 
and harmonic associations between different voices as a result of the meaning of the 
text. However using only musico-rhetorical analysis is not sufficient to understand 
Dowland’s intentions in composing religious music. Thus, Howard S. Becker’s “art 
world” theory may be applied to Elizabethan society. Besides Becker’s theory, 
Georgina Born’s “orders of temporality” framework and the character types in 
Everett Rodgers’ “diffusion of innovations” help immensely to better observe 
Dowland and the society of which he was a member. Dowland’s compositional 
decision mechanisms and social implications surrounding his decision to include 
sacred-oriented texts after, in his own words, “the fiftieth yeare of mine age,” 
illustrate the constraints and conventions of this society. This research canvasses 
both musical features surrounding A Pilgrimes Solace and the society enforcing the 
decisions lay before the composition of the book.  
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JOHN DOWLAND’IN DİNİ YOLCULUĞU: 
ELİZABETH TOPLUM YAPISI ÜZERİNE GÖRÜŞLER VE “A PILGRIMES 
SOLACE”IN RETORİK ANALİZİ 
 
ÖZET 
Oldukça üretken bir besteci olan John Dowland çok sayıda solo lut eseri vermiş; 
bunun yanında çok sesli ve lut şarkıları eserleriyle de tanınan bir besteci olmuştur. 
Yaşadığı süre içinde dört kitap yazmıştır. Dowland, 1603 yılında yazdığı “Üçüncü ve 
Son Şarkı Kitabı”nın son kitabı olarak belirtmesine rağmen 1612 yılında “Bir 
Seyyahın Avuntusu”nu bastırmıştır. Bu kitap diğerlerinden ilginç farklılıklar 
göstermektedir. En önemli fark, Dowland’ın diğer kitaplarında yer vermediği kadar 
maneviyat içerikli şarkılara yer vermiş olmasıdır. Bu farklılıkları yakından 
inceleyebilmek için Toft’un “Musicke a Sister to Poetrie: Rhetorical Artifice in 
Passionate Airs of John Dowland” makalesinde üstelediği retorik yöntemlere 
başvurulmuştur. Bu analizler Dowland’ın bütün eserleri göz önüne alındığında ilginç 
bir yoğunluk gösteren dini bestelerin arkasındaki nedenlerin olasılıklarını ortaya 
koyar.  
 
Dowland, dört kitabı ve 1610’da oğlu Robert Dowland tarafından bastırılan “Bir 
Müzikal Banket” dahil olmak üzere seksendört adet şarkı bestelemiştir. Bu 
seksendört eserin dokuzu dini temalı olup; “Bir Seyyahın Avuntusu” bunların altısını 
içermektedir. Geri kalan üçü ise 1600’de basılan ikinci şarkı kitabının içinde 
bulunmaktadır. “When Tymes eldest sonne, old age the heire of ease” (Zaman’ın en 
yaşlı çocuğu, ileri yaş rahatlığın varisi), “Then sit thee downe, and say thy Nunc 
demittis” (O zaman otur ve Nunc demittis oku), “When others sing Venite 
exultemus” (Başkaları Venite exultemus söylediğinde) şarkılarının metinleri 
incelendiğinde, Kraliçe 1. Elizabeth’e bir bağlılık göstermek amacıyla yazıldıkları 
söylenebilir. Üçüncü şarkının metni şöyledir:  
 
Başkaları Venite exultemus söylediğinde,  
Dur ve Noli aemulari’ye dön, 
Quare fremuerunt yerine Oremus kullan, 
Ave Mari yerine de Vivat Eliza’yı, 
Ve senin hücrende yaşayan o refakatçilere öğret ki, 
Sen böyle güzel dua ettiğinde Amen desinler. 
 
İkinci kitabının basımından önce, Dowland 1598’de vefat eden patronu için yedi tane 
dört sesli ilahi bestelemiştir. Bunların dışında Dowland’ın 1604 yılında Thomas Este 
tarafından yayınlanan “Büyün ilahiler Kitabı”nda altı adet daha ilahisi 
bulunmaktadır. Este’in kitabındaki eserler stil açısından oldukça yalındır ve benim 
görüşüme göre Dowland’ın gerçek yeteneğini ve beste tekniğini yansıtmamaktadır. 
1614’te yayınlanan Sir William Leighton’ın “Gözyaşları; ya da Hüzünlü Bir Ruhun 
Ağıtları” isimli kitabında sadece iki uhrevi şarkısı bulunan Dowland’ın; önemli 
sayıdaki dini eserlerini içeren kitabı “Bir Seyyahın Avuntusu”dur. 1612’de 
Londra’da basılan “Bir Seyyahın Avuntusu”, üç-dört-beş sesli lut ve viyola da gamba 
ile çalınacak ve söylenecek müzikal armoniler içerir. Dowland kitabı lutçusu olduğu 
“Dürüst Tanrı Dostu Lord Walden”a adamış ve okuyucusuna sıradışı uzunlukta bir 
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hitap yazısı yazmıştır. Bu kitaptaki bütün eserler masa kitabı düzenine sahiptir. 22 
eser içeren bu kitaptaki sesler her zaman insan sesi olmak zorunda değildir. Üç şarkı 
vokal, lut ve viyola da gamba için yazılmıştır. Bir istisna olarak “A Galliard to 
Lachrima” isimli eser sadece lut için yazılmış enstrumantal bir dans ile sonlanır. 
 
“Bir Seyyahın Avuntusu”yla ilgili bu kısa girişten sonra, kitabın Dowland’ın yazma 
tarzının dışına çıkan bir çalışma olduğunu söylemek mümkündür. Bunun nedenlerini 
daha detaylı tartışabilmek için Dowland’ın bu şarkılarda kullandığı retorik araçların 
analizine başvurmak gerekmektedir. Daha önce belirttiğim gibi, retorik araçların 
anlaşılması bestecinin müzikal tercihlerinin arkasındaki düşünceleri ve iletmeye 
çalıştığı anlamı ortaya çıkarmada önemli bir yere sahiptir. Robert Toft’a göre, 16. yy 
sonu ve 17. yy İngiltere’sinde çoğunluk retorik üzerine eğitim almış; retorikte 
kullanılan araçların şiir yazımı ve okumasındaki öneminin farkında olduklarından 
bunları kolaylıkla yorumlayabilmişlerdir. Oğul Henry Peacham 1622 yılında 
yayınlanan “The Compleat Gentleman” isimli çağdaş tezinde retorik kurallarını ve 
figürlerini açıklamıştır. Bunlardan biri olan “prosopopoeia” veya tutkulu şarkı 
tekniğini Toft’un da belirttiği gibi; Dowland beste tekniği olarak kullanmıştır.  
 
Bir başka önemli teknik olan “pathopoeia” ise retorik figürlerin izleyiciyi duygusal 
olarak etkilemesini amaçlamaktadır. Henry Peacham kitabında “pathopoeia”yı şöyle 
açıklamıştır:  
 
İlk ‘pathopoeia’ türü ‘Hayal Gücü’ olarak da adlandırılmaktadır. Burada 
duygular; onları anlatan kişinin keder dışındaki duygularına yön vermesiyle 
dinleyicilerin de aynı şekilde hissetmesini sağlar. Bir diğer “pathopoeia” 
türünün özelliği ise anlatıcının hüzünlendirici bir neden gösererek dinleyiciyi 
acımaya, şefkat duymaya ve hataları affetmeye yönlendirmesidir. Anlatıcının 
şevki ve derinlikli ruh hali kendine acıma duygusuyla birleştiğinde kendi 
duygu dünyalarında aynı acıma ve şefkat dugusuna taşıyacaktır. 
 
Bir Seyyahın Avuntusu’nda Dowland’ın özellikle kullanmayı tercih ettiği bazı 
retorik figürlerle karşılaşmaktayız. “Epizeuxis”, bir kelimenin vurgulanması ya da 
derinlik kazanması için söylenmesinin hemen ardından yeniden kullanılmasıdır. 1589 
basımı “İngiliz Şiir Sanatı”nda George Puttingham “Epizeuxis”in önemini şöyle 
açıklamıştır: 
 
Bir kelimenin veya tümcenin tekrarı dinleyicinin kulağını ve zihnini çok 
başkalaştırır ve etkiler. Dolayısıyla bu figür hatipler ve şairler tarafından 
cesur bir figür olarak kabul edilir. 
 
“Climax” figürü bir melodinin daha tiz veya daha pes olarak tekrarlanmasıdır. 
Üçüncü bir figür, “articulus”, daha çok derinlik katmak ve önem vermek için 
kelimelerin daha yavaş, daha uzun ritmik değerle tekrarlanmasıdır. “Parrhesia” 
hüzün ve acıyı “false relations” gibi uyuşmayan armonik ilişkilerle ifade etmektir. 
“Anastrophe” bir ifadenin farklı yerlerini vurgulamak amacıyla kelime sırasının 
değiştirilmesidir. “Palilogia” bir melodik yapıyı aynı notalarla tekrar ederek bu 
ifadenin önemini arttırmaktır. Açıklayacağım son figür olan “aposiopesis” bir 
cümleyi söyleyenin hüznü devam etmesine engel oluyormuşcasına beklenmedik ve 
kısa bir çözülmeyle bitirmektir. 
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Daha önce bahsettiğim dini eserlerdeki anlam ve bu eserlerin bestelenmesinin 
arkasında yatan nedeni ortaya koyabilmek için retorik figürlerin eserlerdeki kullanım 
örneklerinin incelenmesi gerekir. İnceleyeceğim bütün şarkılar dört ses ve lut eşliği 
için bestelenmiştir. Bütün bu şarkılarda lut ve yüksek ses aynı sayfaya basıldığından 
dolayı, Dowland’ın bu şarkıları lut şarkısı, yani yalnızca lut ve yüksek ses için, 
olarak da icra edilebilmesini planladığı düşünülebilir. Kullanılan metinlerin anlamları 
elbette ki önemlidir. Fakat incelemelerden Dowland’ın vurgu yapmak istediği 
ifadeleri daha açık anlayabilmek adına, önce retorik figürler bulunacak sonra metin 
bütün halinde incelenecektir. Bir Seyyahın Avuntusu koleksiyonundaki dini metne 
sahip ilk eser “Bu titrek gölgede” şarkısıdır. Öncelikle eserin genel stiline 
bakıldığında, bu eserin çoğunlukla tek bir modun sınırları içinde kaldığı 
gözlenmektedir. Bu yüzden, kromatik bir yazı biçimine sahip olduğunu 
söyleyemeyiz. Eserde iki önemli kalıp kullanılmıştır. İlki yüksek ses içerisinde 
cümleler arasına koyulan uzun süreli eslerdir. Eğer bu parçayı bir lut şarkısı olarak 
düşünürsek, uzun süreli esler metnin içeriğinin getirdiği ağırlığın sonucu olarak 
şarkıcıdaki yorgunluğu ifade eder. İkinci kalıp ise müzikal cümle başlarında 
kullanılan daha yavaş ritmik değerlerdir. İlk kalıpta olduğu gibi şarkıcının 
yorgunluğundan kaynaklı ifadeye başlama zorluğunu anlatmaktadır. Kalıplar dışında 
kalan figürler de Dowland’ın iletmek istediği anlam için önemlidir. 3. ölçüde “titrek” 
kelimesi bir arttırılmış beşli ile söylenir. Bu kelime aynı zamanda hemen tekrar 
edilmiştir. Daha sonra “bu titrek gölgede” mısrasının tamamı tekrar edilmiştir. Bu 
eserde bir çok kelime ve tümce tekrar edilmiştir. Bazıları: “insani dertler”, 
“Efendi’mize şarkılar”, “senin ayinlerinin hiç biri başlamaz” ve “onlar hisseden 
kadar”dır. “Aposiopesis” örneği 12. Ölçüde gözlenmektedir. Yüksek ses sol major 
akoruna çözülür ve beklenmedik bir şekilde bu çözülmeden kısa süre içinde ayrılarak 
sessizliğe gömülür. 21. ölçüde de aynı figür, yüksek sesin diğer sesler kadansa 
ulaşmadan hemen önce çözülerek, kadans sırasında sessiz kalmasında görülmektedir. 
“Articulus” figürüne örnek, 16., 19. ve 20. ölçülerde tekrar edilen “insani dertler” 
ifadesinin üç tekrarında da “dertler” kelimesinin yavaş olarak icra edilmesi 
görülmektedir. Daha açık bir örnek 29. ölçüde tenor dışındaki bütün seslerin 
“karanlık” kelimesini yavaşlatmasıdır. “Efendimiz’e şarkılar” ifadesinde dikey bir mi 
bemol major tekrarı gözlenmektedir. Bu bir palilogia örneğidir. Bu anda aynı 
zamanda bütün seslerin eserde ilk defa eşsesli olduğu andır. “Parrhesia” figürü 31. ve 
32. Ölçülerde bas sesinin “benim zihnim” ifadesindeki “benim” kelimesinde 
görülmektedir. Bu kelime sadece bir nota arayla önce fa diyez sonra fa olarak 
söylenmektedir. “Anastrophe” figürü, 44. ölçüde “onlar ışığını hissedene kadar” 
ifadesinin farklı sesler tarafından farklı yerlerinin vurgulanmasında gözlenmektedir.  
 
Koleksiyondaki ikinci parça “Eğer bir günahkarın iç çekişleri meleklerin gıdası 
olsaydı” başlıklı şarkıdır. Kullanılan metin John Milton’a ait bir şiirdir. Bu şiiri aynı 
zamanda William Byrd de 1558’de yayınladığı “İlahiler, Soneler, Şarkılar” başlıklı 
koleksiyonunda bestelemiştir. Bu şarkı “Bu titrek gölgenin içinde” eseriyle 
kıyaslandığında daha basit bir stile sahiptir. Yüksek sesteki uzun süreli esler yeniden 
gözlenmektedir. Önceki eserdeki retorik figürlere ek olarak “climax” figürü de bu 
eserde görülmektedir. 18. ve 19. ölçülerde “Kabul et ey Efendim” ifadesi erkek sesler 
tarafından önce tiz sonra bas notaları kullanarak tekrarlanmıştır. “Bu benim yürekten 
iç çekişlerim ve kasvetli feryatlarım” ifadesi eşsesli bir dokuda söylendiği ve 
parçanın genel stili olan çok sesli yazmaya bir tezat oluşturduğundan dolayı, bu 
ifadede birlik vurgulanmaktadır. Bu eserde “epizeuxis” figürünün kullanıldığı 
ifadeler şunlardır: “tövbekar gözyaşları”, “Peter’ın yaptığı gibi değil” ve “ağlama”. 
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“Ağlama” kelimesi bir çok kez “false relation”lar ve uyumsuz atlayışlarla 
tekrarlandığından dolayı diğer tekrarlardan daha önemlidir. Bu kelime defalarca 
vurgulanmıştır. Anlatanın üzüntüsü “epizeuxis” dışındaki figürlerle de birleştirilerek 
ifade edilmeye çalışılmaktadır. Ayrıca “acı bir şekilde” ifadesi de bütün sesler 
tarafından yavaşlatılmaktadır. 
 
Üçüncü eser, “Sen yüce Tanrım – David’in hayatı Saul tarafından – Zavallı sakat” 
bölümlerinden oluşan bir şarkıdır. Bu üç metin Nicholas Breton’ın 1601 veya 
1602’de basılmış olan “Ruhun Uyumu” başlıklı kitabından alınarak çeşitli 
değişikliklere uğramıştır. Yoğun kromatik bölümler içeren ilk bölüm ile daha önceki 
eserlerde görmüş olduğumuz daha geleneksel stil değişmiştir. Bu eser, bir mi major 
akoru üzerine yüksek sesin “yüce” kelimesiyle söylediği la ile başlar. “Epizeuxis” 
figürünün kullanıldığı ifadeler şöyledir: “sabrı dinle”, “tatmin edilmiş sabır”, 
“kederler geldiğinde”, “onun kalbi”, “rahat yeniden geldiğinde” ve “ızdırap ve acı”. 
15. ölçüde “ölen” kelimesi yavaşça söylenmektedir. Bir başka “articulus” figürü 125. 
ölçüde “İsa’dan daha önce değil” ifadesinde görülmektedir. “Izdırap ve acı” 
ifadesinden sonra çözülmesi uzun süren kadans ve hemen sonrasında bütün seslerde 
dörtlük uzunluğunda sessizlik eserin bazı ilginç özelliklerini oluşturmaktadır. 
“Sakat” kelimesinde bas ve alto seslerin, yani erkek ve kadın ses kategorilerindeki en 
düşük seslerin, kendi aralıklarındaki en düşük seslere inmeleri de kelimeye olan 
vurguyu ifade etmektedir. 
 
Bir Seyyahın Avuntusu’ndaki son dini eser “Günah acı bir şekilde yaralandığında” 
başlıklı şarkıdır. Bu eser bir önceki eserle stilsel bağlamda bir farklılık 
oluşturduğundan dolayı, dört eser modern-geleneksel-modern-geleneksel yapısını 
oluşturur. Şarkının ilginç bir özelliği “merhametli Baba” ifadesinin adeta 
yalvarıyomuşcasına şarkının sonuna kadar tekrar edilmesidir. Bu “epizeuxis” figürü 
ardarda dizilmiş olan dini eserlerin sonuncusunun sonunda gerçekleştiği için ayrı bir 
önem taşımaktadır.  
 
Bu analizler sonrasında, Bir Seyyahın Avuntusu’nun genel stilin bakmak 
gerekmektedir. Stilsel olarak bu kitap Dowland’ın diğer kitaplarından ayrılmaktadır. 
Fakat dünyevi parçalar da incelendiğinde, bu kitap kendi içinde stil açısından büyük 
ölçüde tutarlılık göstermektedir. Bu dünyevi şarkılarda, dini şarkılarda kullanılanlara 
benzer retorik figürler kullanılmaktadır. Kitaptaki genel stil bir şiirin bütün bir 
mısrasının bir müzikal cümleyle eşleştiği Dowland stilinden uzakta kalmaktadır. 
Onun yerine, daha geniş ve özgür bir yazı stili kullanılmaya başlanmıştır. Aynı 
zamanda Dowland, daha önceki yazı stili olan yüksek ses odaklı yazı yerine bütün 
seslere beklenmedik bir bağımsızlık vermiştir. Bununla birlikte yüksek ses dışındaki 
sesler sadece birer eşlik olmaktan çıkmış, anlam kazanmışlardır. Bu modern stil, 
Dowland’ın okuyucuya hitabında bahsettiği üzere, kendisine genç müzisyenler 
tarafından “eski kafalı” denmesine bir tepki olarak düşünülebilir. Ayrıca, Dowland 
aynı hitapta Londra’ya döndüğünde egemen olan stilden memnun oldmadığını 
belirtmiştir. Bu stile “garip eğlence” demiştir. Stilin içindeki müzisyenlere ise 
“kendini müzisyen başlığı altında saklayan basit şarkıcılar” demiştir. Dowland’ın 
modern stil ile eskisini harmanlaması, Londra’yı terketmesi sonrasında genç 
müzisyenler tarafından eski stilin toplumdaki pozisyonunu sarsan krize bir savunma 
olarak yorumlanabilir. Dowland’ın bu kitaptaki bütün eserlerde lut eşliği kullanma 
ısrarı da benzer bir yönü göstermektedir. Okuyucuya hitabında da bu probleme 
değinmiştir. Viyolun hiçbir zaman lut kadar dokunaklı bir enstruman olamayacağını 
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belirtmiştir. Aynı zamanda, genç lutenistlerin mesleklerini savunmalarını tavsiye 
etmiştir. Bu kendi paradigmasını güçlendirme çabası olarak yorumlanabilir. Bu stil 
bilgisinin yanında, Dowland’ın dini eser besteleme kararını yorumlamak için o 
dönem toplumuna ve bestecinin kişiliğine de bakmak gerekmektedir. John 
Dowland’ı kurulu olan bir sanat dünyasının “iyi sosyalleşmiş” bir ferdi olarak 
görmek mümkündür. Onun egemen stil üzerine olan tartışmalardaki yorumları ve 
İngilterede bir akım olduğu için melankoliyi ve beraberindeki sembolizmi sanat 
yapma tarzına yansıtmış olması bu yönü göstermektedir. Dowland’ın metin seçimleri 
de bunu göstermektedir. “Bir titrek gölgenin içinde”nin bu kıtası örnek olarak 
gösterilebilir: 
 
   Efendimiz’e şarkılar yaparım ki, 
   Zihnimdeki karanlığı alsın, 
   Çünkü senin hiçbir ayinin başlayamaz, 
   Senin ışığını içlerinde hissedene kadar. 
 
Retorik figürlerin gösterdiği üzere, bu kıtanın vurgulanan ifadeleri “Efendimiz’e 
şarkılar”, “karanlık” ve “senin ışığını içlerinde hissedene kadar” olmuştur. Rooley ve 
Wells’e göre, melankoli Elizabet döneminde uğursuz bir tutkudur. Bahsi geçen kıta, 
vurgulanan kısımları da göz önüne alındığında Rooley ve Wells’in ifade ettiği duruşu 
temsil etmektedir. Bu da Dowland’ın bir sanat dünyasının parçası olduğu fikrini 
güçlendirmektedir. 
 
Şu ana kadar sunulan bilginin ışığında, Dowland’ın dini metinlere ani ilgisinin 
nedeni hakkında bir yorum yapılabilir. Bu sunumla ispatlamaya çalıştığım gibi, 
Dowland bir sanat dünyasının Becker’ın terimiyle entegre profesyonelidir. Ancak 
Danimarka’da 4. Christian’ın yanında çalışırken Elizabetyen sanat dünyasının 
geleneklerinden bağımsız kalabilmeyi başarmıştır. 1606’da Londra’ya döndüğünde 
beklediği gibi karşılanmamıştır. Bundan dolayı Dowland normal besteleme 
yöntemlerini bu sanat dünyasındaki pozisyonunu koruyabilmek için değiştirmek 
zorunda kalmıştır. Dowland’ın okuyucuya hitabında ilk defa yaşından bahsetmiş 
olması, genç müzisyenlere söz dinlettirme çabası ve dini metinleri yetenekli bir 
şekilde bestelemiş olmasını düşünerek bu stilsel değişimi bir dine dönüş ve hayatının 
son kısmında maneviyatını keşfetme olarak yorumlarak, benim fikrime göre, sığ bir 
yorum olarak kalmaktadır. Dowland kişilik olarak geleneklere ve toplumsal baskıya 
boyun eğmeye yatkın olmuştur. Dolayısıyla, son şarkı kitabında yüksek sayıda dini 
metin bestelemiş olması içinde bulunduğu ve bulunmaya devam etmek istediği sanat 
dünyasına olan hüsranıyla bağlantılı olarak açıklanabilir. 
 
Bestecinin 17. yüzyıldaki beklenmedik davranışını denediğim gibi normal metodların 
dışında bir metodla yorumlamaya çalışmak benim görüşümde daha doğru bir 
yaklaşım olacaktır. Özellikle Dowland düşünüldüğünde, Rooley’e göre, onun 
karanlık betimleme ilgisinin kendi kişiliğini yansıttığını düşünmek hatalı olur. Buna 
ek olarak, Wells’e göre, Rönesans öğrencilerinin bilebileceği üzere, bir sanatçının 
eserlerinde betimlediği dünyayı kişisel yaşamı üzerinden yorumlamak veya 
eserlerinden kişisel yapısını yorumlamak nadiren güvenilir sonuçlar vermektedir. 
Dolayısıyla, anca bu iki dünyanın kombinasyonuyla ve toplumsal yapının denkleme 
dahil edilmesiyle tutarlı sonuçlara ulaşılabilir. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
John Dowland has been a prolific composer of polyphonic partsongs and lute-songs. 
He published 4 major books in his lifetime. The final one –even though it was stated 
by John Dowland in his Third and Laste Booke of Songs or Aires, as the title 
suggests, that the third book would be the final book–A Pilgrimes Solace published 
in 1612 shows some interesting features which differ from the previous publications 
of John Dowland, that is the inclusion of sacred devotional partsongs at an 
unprecedented ratio when compared to older publications.  
1.1 Purpose of the Project 
This research takes a closer look at these pieces and find relevant rhetoric devices 
employed listed in Richard Toft’s “Musicke a Sister to Poetrie: Rhetorical Artifice in 
the Passionate Airs of John Dowland” and expands this list with the help of Gregory 
G. Butler’s devices that are listed in “Music and Rhetoric in Early Seventeenth-
Century English Sources” (Butler, 1980; Toft, 1984). These analyses reveal possible 
interpretations regarding the reasons behind such odd choices of text in the 
compositions mentioned above. These selections are odd, because when John 
Dowland’s oeuvre is examined, it is clearly seen that he has a tendency to write only 
secular. Thus, six religious partsongs in a twenty-one-song collection seems like an 
anomaly.  
1.2 Dowland’s Output 
A brief examination of Dowland’s religious and secular song output helps to put A 
Pilgrimes Solace into the society that produced this work of art and their conventions 
that will help to see religious song in function and Dowland’s understanding of it. 
When all of his oeuvre is considered, John Dowland published 84 songs of different 
types in his four publications of songs, and three more songs in A Musicall Banquet, 
which was published in 1610 by his son Robert Dowland (Holman, &O’Dette, n.d.; 
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Rooley, 1983; Fellowes 1929). From these songs only three are religious songs. 
These religious songs are from The Seconde Booke of Songs or Ayres published in 
1600. 
 
Before the publication of the second book, in 1598 Dowland published a set of seven 
four-part psalms and canticles after the deceased patron of his, Henry Noel (Holman 
& O’Dette, n.d.). Besides these, there appear six psalm settings of John Dowland in 
The Whole Booke of Psalms published by Thomas Este in 1604. These final pieces 
are very simplistic in style and do not really reflect the composition technique or skill 
of Dowland. These pieces are simplistic, because they are bare harmonies with 
simple structures and they do not contain any unexpected compositional technique in 
terms of either rhetoric or counterpoint. There are two devotional partsongs in Sir 
William Leighton’s Teares or Lamentacions of a Sorrowful Soule published in 1614. 
Apart from these, the only other source of significant settings of religious texts is A 
Pilgrimes Solace (Holman & O’Dette, n.d.). This book was published in 1612 in 
London, and it is has the complete title of “A Pilgrimes Solace. Wherein is contained 
Musicall Harmonie of 3, 4, and 5 parts, to be sung and plaid with the Lute and Viols. 
By John Douland, Batchelor of Musicke in both the Vniuersities: and Lutenist to the 
Right Honourable the Lord Walden.” As the title suggests, it has a dedication to 
“Honorable Theophilus, Lord Walden”, and it has a rather long –unusual even– 
dedication to the reader. This book comprises 22 pieces for 3, 4, and 5 voices, which 
are not necessarily human voices –three songs are for solo voice, lute, and viols–, 
with one exception, “A Galliard...”, for the lute, that forms the final piece in the 
collection These pieces are all laid out in table book format (Dowland, 1612). Table 
book format is the layout of a folio that enables multiple performers to perform from 
the same score. The score is aligned in a way that performers can see their parts the 
correct way even if they are standing face-to-face during performance.  
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Figure 1.1: Table book layout of “In this trembling shadow”. (Dowland, 1612) 
 
One can observe that the six sacred partsongs represent a striking contrast in subject 
matter when compared to the other texts set in the collection, three in a single group 
and another three separate, religious partsongs in A Pilgrimes Solace are 
characterized by a number of distinguishing stylistic features. The possible reasons 
for this situation will be discussed a little further down, and an analysis regarding the 
rhetorical devices Dowland chose to employ in these partsongs prove beneficial in 
interpreting possible reasons of this anomaly.  
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2.  DOWLAND’S SOCIETY AND HIS CHARACTER 
2.1 Art World 
Different theories from different disciplines may be used in order to get a better 
understanding of John Dowland’s surroundings. This should help to examine his 
intentions behind the wish to compose a high number of religious partsongs in A 
Pilgrimes Solace. The intentions become interesting because of the fact that John 
Dowland, until this final publication, preferred to compose secular partsongs, and he 
rarely composed any piece of music with religious content. There are three main 
theories and methods that will be helpful for this research. The first one is Howard S. 
Becker’s “art world” theory (Becker, 1984). Beckers wrote the book Art Worlds in 
order to show the involvement of people in the creation process of an artwork. He 
mainly uses examples from the visual arts and his theories are usually applied to 
visual arts, such as painting, cinema etc. However the application of his ideas in the 
realm of music becomes valuable on the path to avoid the pitfall of crediting all of 
music to its “apparent” creator, the composer. The art world concept will help us to 
see Dowland as an integrated professional and a well-educated member of a 
community that was existent during Elizabethan England. Second one is Georgina 
Born’s “orders of temporality” framework (Born, 2010). An “order of temporality” is 
one of the many levels of history present in a person’s life. For example, a person, 
even he is in the realm of music, cannot be thought apart from the political 
circumstances of his past and present. Thus, these seemingly separate histories such 
as political, religious, musical etc., make up a person. To understand this better, one 
needs to consider Edmund Husserl’s retention and protention ideas. Retention is the 
collection of the memory of a person. These retentive memories cannot be separated 
from that person’s decisions in the present time. Thus, indirectly, every decision 
made is affected from that person’s past, carrying the past into the future. Of course, 
Husserl argues these concepts for a person, but in ontological study a person or a 
genre are things whose natures can be studied and explained in order to better see the 
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“thing” in question. Hence, a musical concept such as a genre is affected by its 
retentive memories. Born’s framework provides a method for establishing a more 
complete view of a society from the perspective of history, thus it helps to 
understand the members of the society in a better way. The last theory is Everett 
Rodgers’ “diffusion of innovations” (Rodgers, 2003). This idea belongs to sociology 
discipline and its application in this case provides a different view of John Dowland, 
and connects him to the “art world” in question in a better way. Thus these different 
personality types of Rodgers will help to explain the behavior of Dowland.  
 
An art world is the collection of people that is “in play” in the creation process of an 
artwork (Becker, 1984). Becker states that an artwork is not a creation of a single 
person, but an aggregate work that involves many people. Becker does not just 
describe the people other than the traditionally seen creator as assistants to the 
creator, but also active agents in the creation process of an artwork. Thus, this 
research will consider these persons, such as the publishers, other composers,  
patrons, and conventions present in this art world and draw conclusions in the light 
of this theory.  
 
One needs to be familiar with certain terms of Becker in order to better communicate 
the ideas present in the art world theory. First important term is the art world, which 
is already described. Second one is convention. Conventions are the boundaries and 
frameworks apparent in an art world. Conventions are born out of typical behavior 
and choices, thus every participant of the art world is somehow bounded by these 
conventions. A third term is well-socialized member who is a participant of an art 
world that is well aware of the conventions and artworks produced in the art world. 
Hence, they are aware of the creation processes and they usually act within the 
expected boundaries of an art world.  
 
Another term is the integrated professional. In Art Worlds, Becker lists four different 
types of artists involved in the art world. While according to him, there are 
aestheticians, critics and editors, for Elizabethan era, these roles are mainly 
congregated within singular agents called musicians. So the artist in Elizabethan 
England becomes aesthetician, critic and editor. Especially during the monopoly 
periods in publishing,  there were only one or two editors in the entire art world. 
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According to Becker, these musicians can be categorized into four: integrated 
professionals, mavericks, folk artists, and naïve artists. Folk artists are the musicians 
that work outside the court. Naïve artists can be described as the booming amateur 
musicians in the Elizabethan England. However, folk artists and naïve artists are out 
of scope for this research. Mavericks, as the word suggests, are the musicians that are 
ahead of the conventions of the art world in terms of time. So mavericks get hostile 
reception and they don’t have their works easily published (Becker, 1984). This 
pattern described seems to fit Dowland’s music career, however Dowland composes 
within the boundaries of the conventions of the art world, thus he fits into the 
category integrated professional in a better way when his behavior towards the end of 
his life is considered. The integrated professional works within the conventions of 
the art world in terms of aesthetics and behavior. Dowland becomes an integrated 
professional instead of maverick towards the end of his career, because his tendency 
is towards defending what has been in the conventions. These defenses will be 
discussed in later chapters. He has problems publishing not because he is ahead of 
his time, but he is lagging behind the conventions in the latter part of his life. He 
becomes the defender of his paradigm, in terms of Thomas Kuhn (Kuhn, 1962). A 
paradigm can be explained as the dominant convention collection in an art world. 
The paradigms are ever-changing, especially in the realm of music it is a fluid 
process that shifts rapidly. Especially in the more-conservative-than-Continental-
Europe Elizabethan England, towards the end of the sixteenth century, paradigm 
shifts occur so often that composers and their ideas may become less relevant in a 
few years.  
2.2 Orders of Temporality 
In order to see the art world in question, one needs to look at the temporal levels, 
proposed by Georgina Born (Born, 2010). Georgina Born, in her “The Social and the 
Aesthetic: For a Post-Bourdieuian Theory of Cultural Production”, outlines a 
framework, which covers different types of events around a certain art object in order 
to;  
redirect the field of criticism […], away from the banalized terms of object in 
‘context’, or telos of innovation, towards a critical field that is focally 
concerned with the social and material, the temporal and ontological, as these 
mediate and imbue the aesthetic. (Born, 2010)  
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In the same vein, in order to start establishing an ontology concerning Elizabethan 
England art world, of which John Dowland was a well-socialized member, 
describing these “orders of temporality” that Born suggests, become an important 
step of the process. 
 
The different histories proposed above should shed some light on the conditions of 
the creation of the art object in question, A Pilgrimes Solace. The aim here is to 
describe the histories of different cultural processes that relate to Dowland’s 
collection of songs, including: 
- John Dowland’s personal life, one of the main sources that affect the creation 
of the art object;  
- A brief history of the genre to which the publication in question belongs -
partsong for this research-, so that the retention, in a Husserlian way, that was 
in the mind of contemporary composers as well as Dowland is clear;  
- The music publishing situation, because the publishing monopolies in place 
in Elizabethan England surely affected composers and their compositional 
choices; and finally the religious climate around 1600 in England, because 
the high number of religious pieces A Pilgrimes Solace contains is 
remarkable compared to the rest of Dowland’s oeuvre.  
 
John Dowland was an important figure in Elizabethan London, especially after the 
publication of his The First Booke of Songs or Ayres in 1597 (Holman, 1999). This 
does not mean that he was absent from the musical scene before this publication. For 
example,  
on 17 November 1590 a variant of his song His golden locks time hath to 
silver turned was apparently sung to Queen Elizabeth by Robert Hales on 
behalf of Sir Henry Lee during a ceremony in the tiltyard at Westminster. 
Dowland also seems to have played in an entertainment given by Lord 
Chandos during the queen’s visit to Sudeley from 9 to 12 September 1592: 
one of the characters was a musician called ‘Do’, and a variant of his 
song My heart and tongue were twins was performed. (Holman & O’Dette, 
n.d.) 
 
Even with this seemingly strong connection to the court, Dowland was not successful 
in getting a court-appointed position. With John Johnson’s death in 1594, a spot was 
open in the Royal Lewts; however, because no one was appointed to that position, 
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Dowland decided to accept an invitation to Wolfenbüttel to be a court lutenist in 
Guelph’s residence and he was received there enthusiastically (Holman & O’Dette, 
n.d.; Scheliga, 1997). Starting with this trip, Dowland began the journey that would 
cause Dowland to take a kind of forced hiatus from the London music world. Even 
though Duke Henrik Julius offered him “as much as any prince in the world” to stay, 
Dowland did not stay in Wolfenbüttel, and in 1595 he decided to go to Rome to 
study with Luca Marenzio, a very famous Italian madrigalist who was known for his 
skillful word painting technique (Ledbetter & Chater, n.d.; Scheliga, 1997). He is 
said to have converted to Catholicism during a visit to France, although there is no 
clear evidence to support this claim (Walker, 1952). The main cause of Dowland’s 
downfall in English court was a plot to assassinate Queen Elizabeth I and Dowland’s 
alleged involvement. This started in Florence where Dowland, on his way to Rome, 
came into contact with some English Catholics (Holman & O’Dette, n.d.). After he 
was offered, “a large pention of the pope, & that his holynes & all the cardinales 
would make wonderfull mutch of me”, he decided that the situation was more serious 
than he realized and decided to return to England (Holman & O’Dette, n.d.; Holman, 
1999; Poulton, 1982). In Nürnberg, he stopped and wrote a letter “in a state of great 
perturbation” to Sir Robert Cecil:  
god he knoweth I never loved treason nor trechery nor never knew of any, nor 
never heared any mass in englande, whyche I finde is great abuse of the peple 
for on my soule I understande it not, wherefor I hav reformed my self to lyve 
according to her maiesties lawes as I was borne under her highnes, & that 
most humbly I do Crave pardon, protestinge if ther wer any abylitie in me, I 
wold be most redy to make amende. (Poulton, 1982)  
 
But this letter may or may not have helped with the situation. According to Greer, 
after this event Dowland was seen as a suspicious figure by the court (Greer, 1992). 
According to Holman and O’Dette,  
the courtier Henry Noel wrote to him at Kassel on 1 December 1596 to tell 
him that the queen ‘hath wished divers tymes your return’, and to ‘wishe you 
health & soon return’. (Holman & O’Dette, n.d.)  
 
In any case, Dowland was again not appointed to a court position in 1597. Again 
different opinions are found in the scholarly literature. While Holman and O’Dette 
suggest that this was because of Henry Noel’s death in February 1597 before he 
could “pull any strings” for Dowland for the vacant position, Poulton suggests that 
the position was not given to Dowland because of his Catholicism (Holman & 
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O’Dette, n.d.; Poulton, 1982). Missing another court position, Dowland decided to 
accept a position under the service of Christian IV in Denmark (Holman & O’Dette, 
n.d.). He was able to continue his presence in London while being in Denmark 
because Christian IV allowed him to visit London for long periods (Poulton, 1982). 
Dowland tried to restore his reputation in England in the following years. In 1600, he 
published his The Second Booke of Songs or Ayres, in which he included religious 
partsongs, for the first time in his songbooks. These partsongs are in complete 
support of the queen and Anglicanism. An example of a partsong from this book is as 
follows, of which the text’s authorship belongs to Henry Lee (Rooley, 2006):  
 
When others sings Venite exultemus, 
Stand by and turn to Noli aemulari, 
For Quare fremuerunt use Oremus, 
Vivat Eliza for an Ave Mari, 
And teach those swains that lives about thy cell, 
To say Amen when thou dost pray so well. (Dowland, 1600) 
 
As one may observe from this verse, especially the line “Vivat Eliza for an Ave 
Mari”, it is in clear support of the queen and Protestant worship. The verse constantly 
suggests new ways to worship, and proposes to give up the old ways.  
 
When the religious works of Dowland are observed, before the publication of the 
second book in 1598, Dowland published a set of seven four-part psalms and 
canticles to honor his deceased patron Henry Noel. Additionally, there appear six 
Psalm settings of John Dowland in The Whole Booke of Psalms published by Thomas 
Este in 1604 and two devotional partsongs in Sir William Leighton’s Teares or 
Lamentacions of a Sorrowful Soule, published in 1614. Apart from these, the only 
other source of significant settings of religious texts is A Pilgrimes Solace (1612), 
which has six religious partsongs. Except for Second Book of Songs and Aires and 
the psalms that were included in Este’s collection, the partsongs are devotional 
Catholic songs. So these partsongs in the second book appear as an effort to make 
amends to the queen, because of the texts Dowland chose. The suspicions of him 
being a Catholic combined with the suspicions of a plot to kill the Queen put 
Dowland in a dangerous position. The texts he sets in this second book of his try to 
confirm him as a devout Protestant and a supporter of the Queen, as it is observed 
from the quoted section above. The text suggests Anglican worship alternatives to 
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the traditional Catholic ones. It encourages Protestant worship. After Dowland’s 
patronage ended in Denmark in 1606, he returned to London (Holman & O’Dette, 
n.d.). Even though Dowland was a very famous composer at this time, he was still 
not appointed to any court position, and even his friends started to complain about 
this situation. Henry Peacham the Younger, who was one of Dowland’s friends and 
also his neighbor, in his Minerva Britanna, published a complaint regarding this 
situation as a poem (London, 1612): 
 
So since (old friend) thy yeares have made thee white, 
And thou for others, hast consum’d thy spring, 
How few regard thee, whom thou didst delight, 
And farre and neere, came once to heere thee sing; 
Ingratefull times, and worthles age of ours, 
That let us pine, when it hath cropt our flowers. (Holman & O’Dette, n.d.) 
 
This verse shows the dissatisfaction of Peacham about Dowland’s situation. The 
“ingrateful times” and “worthless age of ours” suggests Peacham’s discontentment 
about the unavailability of a lutenist position for Dowland in court. Peacham 
considers Dowland as a valuable musician as it can be understood from the line “let 
us pine, when it hath cropt our flowers”.  
 
Dowland himself also complained about not being well received. In his final 
publication, A Pilgrimes Solace, he wrote an unusually long dedication to the reader, 
in which he complained that “As I have beene a stranger so have I againe found 
strange entertainment since my returne” (Dowland, 1612). In this dedication to the 
reader, Dowland also complained about everything that he saw as problematic in the 
music world in contemporary London. One significant complaint is about the 
situation of the musical style dominant in contemporary London. For Dowland, this 
style’s main problem emerges as the dominance of viola da gamba over lute as the 
accompanying instrument. He mentions this in the dedication of A Pilgrimes Solace 
(Dowland, 1612). He is also not pleased about the gaining popularity of viola da 
gamba over lute, and he suggests that the lutenists should defend their instruments 
and that the viola da gamba is not an as expressive instrument as the lute (Dowland, 
1612).  
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In terms of musical production, Elizabethan England was very active, especially in 
the period 1580-1620. When one observes the general output, several genres become 
more important than others. On the sacred side, anthems and motets were important. 
Especially with the influences of Thomas Tallis from the late sixteenth century and 
John Sheppard from the middle sixteenth century, these genres reached their peak in 
terms of quality and quantity around the end of the sixteenth century (Pike, 1992). 
However after the establishment and re-establishment of Protestantism in England, 
during the Elizabethan Era, partsong emerged as the ultimate genre for the sacred 
song. 
 
On the secular side, Italian and French influences are observable in three dominant 
genres. The English madrigal was an important and strange, in terms of development, 
phenomenon of Elizabethan England. The trend, if one calls it that, starts with the 
publications of Musica Transalpina by Nicholas Yonge in 1588 and Italian 
Madrigalls Englished by Thomas Watson in 1590; a large output in this genre was 
sustained until around 1630. But this Italian influence is already apparent with the 
court appointment of Alfredo Ferrabosco, and Elizabeth I’s professed joy for Italian 
madrigal music (Carter, 1995).  
 
Another important secular music genre is lute song, which mainly starts with John 
Dowland’s First Booke of Songs or Ayres (1597) and ends with John Attey’s First 
Booke of Ayres (1622) (Greer, 1992). Because there were some problems in printing 
lute tablatures effectively, composers had trouble publishing lute pieces. The art 
world’s situation is less effective for this, because even though it was harder to 
publish the lute pieces, the composition of lute music did still flourish. Of course, 
this is not to say it would have been the same if the printing of lute tablatures were 
easier. In any case, the pieces published before Dowland’s first book had to put the 
lute tablature in other openings than other instruments or vocal scores, so in order to 
perform these pieces, they required two copies of the score. But with Dowland’s 
First Booke of Songs or Ayres, a new layout called the table book started being used 
by publishers. The table book layout is discussed a little later on in this paper. With 
this new layout, both partsongs, which is the third important genre of the era, and 
lute songs became widely popular. This was partly because of the convenience of the 
lute song. A single musician could perform it. The score of lute song was 
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standardized as a cantus line and the lute tablature on a single page, so it was very 
easy to read these scores. Another reason was the emerging trends from continental 
Europe. As seconda prattica reached its peak, monody was getting more and more 
attention from especially the Italian composers, and because England was under the 
heavy influence of Italian masters during Elizabethan England, as madrigals are 
evidence of this, lute song was a contemporary counterpart in an earlier musical 
style. Partsong is a French influenced genre of Elizabethan England. According to 
Carter, chanson is the precursor to partsong in England (Carter, 1995). Chanson 
prints appear in England in the 1540s (Carter, 1995). During Henry VIII’s reign this 
genre became more and more popular, but with Elizabeth I’s reign partsong 
continued its existence while the chanson influence on partsong started to give its 
place to madrigal influence (Carter, 1995). In partsong, the text and music 
connection was not as important as it would have been in a madrigal (Carter, 1995). 
Also the lute song was enjoyed for its musical qualities rather than its literary quality 
(Greer, 1992).  
 
Starting with Dowland’s first book, partsongs became an integrated genre with lute 
song. Lute songs or partsongs, in general, were being published with alternative 
versions after and including the first book. One could have performed these pieces 
either as a lute song or with a selection of different parts, or even a consort song 
ignoring the text underlay of the other parts except for that of the cantus. Because 
there was a shift from the equal-voiced polyphony to a treble/bass dominated style, 
these supposedly diversely performable pieces were usually composed in a cantus-
dominated style. This style starts changing, especially for Dowland, with A Pilgrimes 
Solace (Rooley, 1983). His frequent use of rhetorical figures in this book suggests 
the change in style. Because the vocal lines beneath the cantus start to more and 
more make sense without giving up the lute as the accompanying instrument, this 
book falls between the genres partsong and lute song. One might suggest that 
Dowland was giving an option to perform these songs ad libitum. Because the score 
is laid out in a way that allows a single performer to sing and play the lute at the 
same time, this performance option becomes available. As one can observe in the 
score (Figure 2.1), the famous lute song “Flow my tears” is actually a partsong that 
has cantus and bassus lines with lute accompaniment. It usually is performed as a 
lute song. There are rare performances of it as a two-voice partsong. In the earlier 
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publications of John Dowland, the lower parts (everything except cantus and lute) are 
not very meaningful in terms of rhetoric. So the mainstream choice of lute song for 
this piece can be justified. However, performing it either way, either as a solo lute 
song or a partsong, would whittle away some of its features, thus the performance 
practice of these songs seems problematic. Also, many composers did not deal in 
religious music; a secular “trend” was fashionable among the composers of the 
Elizabethan era (Greer, 1992). 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Facsimile of “Flow my tears”. (Dowland, 1600) 
 
Because of the late arrival of music publishing to England, it presents an interesting 
case especially when one considers the composers that were not connected to the 
court. In 1575, Elizabeth I granted two monopolies for polyphonic music for 21 years 
to Thomas Tallis and William Byrd covering “set songe or songes in partes, either in 
English, Latin, Frenche, Italian, or other tongues that may serve for musicke either in 
Church or chamber, or otherwise to be either plaid or soonge”, “any paper to serve 
for printing or pricking any songe or songes”, and “any printed bo[o]kes or papers of 
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any songe or songes, or any books or quieries of such rules paper imprinted” 
(Holman, 1999). With these monopolies present, Dowland could only publish his 
First Booke of Songs or Ayres after these monopolies ran out. In 1600, Thomas 
Morley was granted the monopoly, however, this was short-lived because Thomas 
Morley died in 1603 (Holman, 1999). So the publications of Dowland’s first book of 
songs, third book and the final book, A Pilgrimes Solace, fall into the periods where 
there were no monopolies present.  
 
As mentioned above, table book is an important innovation by Dowland, which was 
adopted very quickly and widely. In table book layout, one opening contains all the 
voices to be performed; all performers can gather around a table, thus eliminating the 
need to copy or obtain multiple copies of the same piece. This layout also affected 
the style, because in a single opening the left side of the folio was reserved for the 
cantus and the lute parts, while the other voices were laid out on the recto of the next 
folio. While this layout helped composers to sell better in the market, this situation 
also forced the composer to this layout, thus resulting in a non-sophisticated lower 
vocal lines of a composer who only want to compose lute songs. An example of this 
may be given from Robert Jones. In his partsong “Though your strangenes frets my 
heart” published in 1609, one can observe that the only interesting line is the lute part 
(Figure 2.2). Even cantus line is very simple, it does not move very much. From the 
text, it is true that the expectation from the singer is for him to be unhappy, however, 
during all the slow sections of cantus, the lute plays some interesting melodies and 
ornaments. The altus and bassus parts don’t go beyond the role of accompaniment 
(Figure 2.3).  
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Figure 2.2: Cantus and lute parts of “Though your strangenes frets my heart” in 
facsimile. (Jones, 1609) 
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Figure 2.3: Altus and bassus parts of “Though your strangenes frets my heart” in 
facsimile. (Jones, 1609) 
 
Religion was a constantly changing and an ambiguous issue in Tudor England. While 
Protestant settlement was largely established in 1559, according to a Puritan 
document in 1584, “three parts at least of the people” were “wedded to their old 
superstition still” (Wrightson, 2003). Except for a minority, people were not 
practicing Catholics (Wrightson, 2003). Witchcraft and magic were still in popular 
belief system as illustrated by the witch trials being recorded in 1604. People 
generally made a distinction between official Christian and shamanistic religion: 
general or nation wide problems or personal problems when a person knew they had 
sinned were the result of the Judeo-Christian God punishing them, but other cases 
that were not explained in religion such as the financial problems of a person were 
connected to witchcraft (Wrightson, 2003).   
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2.3 Diffusion of Innovations 
Finally, in order to understand John Dowland’s behavior as a composer, one needs to 
employ Everett Rodgers’s “diffusion of innovations” theory. Rodgers describes five 
types of personalities that adapt a new “technology” (Rodgers, 2003). In terms of 
music, one may think of technology as musical style, orchestration technique, or any 
use of different compositional techniques. First type is the innovator. Innovator is the 
person who defines the new technique, thus they use the technique first and foremost 
themselves. Second type is the early adaptor. An early adaptor starts using this new 
technique before it gains any acceptance throughout the art world. Early majority is 
the people that start using this new technique; hence the technique gains acceptance 
and starts becoming a convention. Late majority uses the technique, which is no 
longer “new”, after it becomes a convention. Laggards are the people who, even 
though this technique is no longer new and is an established convention of the art 
world, lag behind to adapt this new technique and still go on to use their old 
techniques.  
 
These personalities also are connected with the “consequences of innovations” 
(Rodgers, 2003). One may or may not adapt an innovation early on or later 
depending whether this innovation is desirable or undesirable, direct or indirect, and 
anticipated or unanticipated. Desirable innovation happens when the current 
conventions are not enough for the art world. An example can be given as the music 
publishing. Triple impression printing method of Ottaviano Petrucci in Italy at the 
beginning of the sixteenth century may be shown as an example. This printing 
method was a desirable one because it solved many problems that came from the 
single impression method, such as the text underlay problem or the disability of the 
single impression method that restricted the amount of complexity that can be put 
into a musical score. Direct innovation example may be the extra string of a bass 
viola da gamba. Because of this extra string, the composition’s tessitura changes. 
Anticipated innovation might be influences from continental Europe for Elizabethan 
England. For example the publishing of Musica transalpina in 1588 by Nicholas 
Yonge anticipates the popularity of madrigal that is to come to Elizabethan England.  
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How John Dowland fits to these personality types surrounding the time of A 
Pilgrimes Solace‘s composition and publication is crucial in understanding what 
Dowland might or might not have been doing with the increased rate of religious 
partsongs. At first glance, Dowland seems to be either an innovator or an early 
adaptor. Because his use of table book layout and his insistence of composing lute 
songs before its heyday show that he was more leaning towards innovation in his 
earlier life. Table book was an important innovation. Table book format can be put 
into the desirable innovation category, because it helped with some problems that 
existed in Elizabethan England. Because of the table book, publishers were able to 
sell more scores than when it was just part books. This may have had several 
outcomes. Because the sales increased, publishers were able to take more risks 
regarding the material that they printed. The looser selection process may have 
encouraged lesser-known composers to try to print and sell their lute songs and 
partsongs. The switch to table books from part books helped performers to reduce 
costs significantly. Because instead of getting four or five part books, they were able 
to get just a table book and all would have been able to perform from that score. This 
cost reduction may have helped the amateur musicians to buy more musical scores, 
hence helping the publishers earn more and in return produce more. This booming 
music score market definitely affected the golden age of English madrigals and lute 
songs. The variety of composers during these short-lived trends can be interpreted as 
a result of the music score market. Because this was a desirable innovation, the 
diffusion of it was very rapid. Before 1597, there is no table book scores published. 
However, after 1600, all lute song composers were publishing their scores in this 
format. As mentioned before, the table book format also allowed songs to be 
performed either as lute song or partsong, thus it widened the intented audience.  
 
Regardless of his harmonic or contrapuntal applications table book idea puts John 
Dowland into the innovator category. However, after the patronage of Christian IV 
of Denmark, his continuous disappointments regarding a court position under 
Elizabeth I of England, and his disappointments regarding the music scene present in 
London after his arrival show the move in his personality towards more to the late 
majority type. His defense of the lute might also be described with this personality 
type. His struggle to keep his paradigm as the dominant one proves his unwillingness 
to conform to the “new technology”. This idea is strengthened by the time he spent in 
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continental Europe. While it is true that Elizabeth English society has been a 
conservative one in music, Dowland remained in continental Europe where the art 
world was more open to influences from Italy. Dowland chose to stick to the old 
conventions of Elizabethan England and while continental Europe was moving more 
and more towards consort music with viola da gamba ensembles, Dowland defended 
his own paradigm and insisted on lute being the ultimate accompanying instrument.  
 
With the aid of these theories, the surrounding society and the art world of Dowland 
around the composition and publication time of A Pilgrimes Solace is clearer. 
However, as mentioned before, in order to see that there is an actual change in style 
regarding the partsong writing of Dowland, one needs to look at the musical 
parameters and because the meaning is the main focal point of this research, musico-
rhetorical analyses of the religious pieces have to be conducted.  
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3.  RHETORIC AND JOHN DOWLAND 
3.1 Academic Literature about Rhetoric and Musico-rhetorical Analysis 
There have been differing opinions in the academic literature regarding the reliability 
of musico-rhetorical analysis in examining the meaning of a composition in the era 
of the Elizabethan England. Mishtooni Bose in her article “Humanism, English 
Music and the Rhetoric of Criticism” puts forth the idea that rhetorical analysis 
should be taken more skeptically. She states that the “ill-defined terminology” of 
musico-rhetorical analysis is the first problem in these analyses (Bose, 1996). 
Because of this ambiguous terminology, the analysis becomes unreliable. Another 
problem in her argument is the historical background of musico-rhetorical analysis. 
She argues that the lack of the mention of the use of rhetoric in Elizabethan England 
by theoreticians, such as Thomas Morley, undermines this type of analysis’s 
accuracy (Bose, 1996). Thomas Morley does endorse the importance of word setting, 
however it is not about the exact figures and their possibilities; rather, Morley 
discusses the word setting in the general and conventional terms (Bose, 1996).  
 
There is the well-known Figurenlehre and an instance of musico-rhetorical analysis 
of the motet “In me transierunt” of Orlando di Lasso by Joachim Burmeister in 1606 
(Atlas, 1998; Zywietz, 2007). A recent scholar, Claude Palisca, has employed 
Burmeister’s rhetorical analysis techniques to another di Lasso motet, “Cum rides 
mihi” (Palisca, 2006). However, both Allan Atlas and Bose argue that this is an 
example of “pseudo-rhetorical” analysis and the terms and techniques of the analysis 
are not clear (Bose, 1996; Atlas, 1998). On the other hand, Atlas also states the 
significance of this analysis as the systematization of the relationship between music 
and rhetorical figures (Atlas, 1998). A last point of Bose that will be mentioned in 
this context is the fact that musical use of rhetoric is only mentioned in nonmusical 
sources of Elizabethan England rather than in the musical sources. She suggests that 
if musico-rhetorical analysis is to be taken in a genre-specific way such as for the 
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partsong, this needs to be taken into consideration (Bose, 1996). She argues that the 
nonexistence of contemporary literature related to use of rhetoric in music puts the 
musico-rhetorical analysis done for this era’s music into a questionable state. Thus, 
Bose queries the integrity of such an analysis.  
 
While Bose has arguments worth considering, there are several problems that arise in 
the article in question. The first problem is regarding the “ill-defined terminology” in 
question. The terminology dealt with in musico-rhetorical analysis and the 
application of the figures to musical elements cannot be and more importantly should 
not be taken as exact tools as is the case for other types of musical analyses. The 
application of figures cannot be precise in musical composition, because there are 
many other elements to consider, such as harmonic relations, orchestration, the 
tessitura and capabilities of the instruments or vocal lines that are to be employed. 
Thus expecting a composer to conform to clear-cut rules as if they were crafting a 
speech would be nonsensical. Hence the application of musico-rhetorical analytical 
tools has to be sometimes stretched to fit to these figures and their actual use in the 
music. This comes from the nature of the musico-rhetorical analysis.  
 
There are important works in the academic literature, especially regarding 
Elizabethan England, that deal with rhetorical use in music and the analysis of this 
use. One of the most important one is Robert Toft’s research (Toft, 1984; Toft, 
1993). Toft’s “Musicke a Sister to Poetrie: Rhetorical Artifice in the Passionate Airs 
of John Dowland” and its expansion in his book Tune thy Musicke to thy Hart: The 
Art of Eloquent Singing in England 1597-1622 are important bases for this research. 
Toft states that the mention of rhetorical use in music is clear in the books by the 
young Henry Peacham The Compleat Gentleman of 1622 and George Puttenham The 
Art of English Poesie of 1589 (Toft, 1984). Peacham gives examples of musical use 
of rhetoric employed by the Italian composer Vecchi (Peacham, 1622). The examples 
are thus connected with seconda prattica of the late sixteenth-century Italy where the 
art of rhetoric and word setting were discussed intensely in musical treatises and the 
rhetorical use in music was apparent from the seconda prattica madrigals (Wilson, 
n.d.).  
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There is another book by the elder Henry Peacham titled The Garden of Eloquence, 
in which he gives a list of rhetorical figures that are available in the Greek sources. 
He also gives explanations of these figures as well as examples of their use. This 
book was published in 1577 in London and it was expanded in 1593 (Butler, 1980). 
The book was significant and innovative because it dealt with rhetorical figures and 
their use in English (Silva Rhetoricae, n.d.).  
 
Gregory Butler in his article “Music and Rhetoric in Early Seventeenth-Century 
England Sources” lists figures available in the Elizabethan England treatises (Butler, 
1980). He states that while the use of rhetoric is “carefully” documented in Germany, 
as mentioned above with an example from Burmeister, the rhetorical use in music 
was widespread in the “most major musical powers in Europe” and this can be seen 
especially clearly in Elizabethan England (Butler, 1980).  
 
Another problem of Bose’s argument is the lack of literature regarding the musical 
use of rhetoric in Elizabethan England in musical sources. It is true that the musical 
treatises do not have information regarding the use of rhetoric in music. However, as 
both Robert Toft and Gregory Butler showcase in their respective studies, there are a 
lot of reliable English sources, while nonmusical, that deal with rhetoric use in 
music. Especially the books published by Peachams provide important information 
regarding rhetorical figures. Between the almost fifty years of the publication dates 
of the books of the father and son, it is certainly logical to assume the composers’ of 
Elizabethan England to be familiar with at least these works, if not the other ones 
such as the Puttenham’s book. 
 
A third argument for the accuracy of the musico-rhetorical analysis is the familiarity 
of the contemporary educated person with these rhetorical techniques. As mentioned 
above, Toft states that rhetorical tools were seen as invaluable tools for reading and 
writing poetry (Toft, 1984). Also, Peter Mack in his book Elizabethan Rhetoric: 
Theory and Practice shows the rhetoric education system woven well into every 
level of education (Mack, 2004). This intimate familiarity with rhetorical techniques 
and figures makes the lack of mention in musical treatises not so crucial a deficiency 
as Bose argues. Since this research is exclusively about the use of rhetorical figures 
in composition employed by John Dowland, Dowland’s education must be 
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considered, if one is to argue that this educational familiarity present in Elizabethan 
England would make the lack of mention in musical sources not important. As seen 
from the title pages of the publication of John Dowland and the dedications present 
in these publications, he always lists himself as either “Bachelor of Music” or 
“Bachelor of Music in both universities”, thus he enjoys emphasizing his education 
(Dowland, 1597; Dowland, 1600; Dowland, 1603; Dowland, 1605; Dowland, 1612). 
One may then easily accept that he was well educated in the classical rhetoric of 
Greek and Roman traditions, which were being taught in the universities at the time, 
and also one may assume that he was familiar with English sources mentioned above 
as well (Mack, 2004). Hence a musico-rhetorical analysis of Dowland would make 
sense and it would also be a possible showcase of the meaning that Dowland tries to 
convey.  
 
As seen from the case shown, Dowland’s education and the reliability of musico-
rhetorical analysis in his music are closely related. Thus, if only a musico-rhetorical 
analysis of his religious pieces and the comparison of these techniques to his 
previous partsongs were to be conducted, this analysis would lack the persuasion that 
needs to be present in order to establish possible reasons behind the presence of 
religious compositions late in John Dowland’s musical career. So methodology from 
other social sciences such as sociology and history are employed in order to establish 
this research’s argument as convincing. A single-sided analysis would lack the 
persuasion, because as seen from the arguments discussed in this section, the use of 
rhetoric in music differ greatly depending on the circumstances, when the pieces 
were composed. Bose’s arguments regarding the integrity of musico-rhetorical 
analysis without primary sources that deal in any way with the use in question also 
points to a need for improvement in these analyses. So this research tries to provide a 
method to discard the unilineal approach and add to musico-rhetorical analysis 
different layers of information that helps to understand people involved better, 
including the composer and his decisions. These analyses also provide examples to 
the ideas presented in the previous chapter. 
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3.2 The Art of Rhetoric and Music 
Rhetoric is usually closely connected with music throughout European art music 
history (Wilson, n.d.). Rhetorical analysis is also one of the earliest types of analysis, 
even though it was an auxiliary scholarly tool at the beginnings (Bent & Pople, n.d.). 
Classical writers such as Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian have defined rhetoric in 
five divisions. These divisions show the order that one needs to follow when 
preparing a speech or a work of art where rhetorical delivery is desired.  
 
First category, inventio, is finding the argument and creating the main idea that the 
speech will build upon. Second one is dispositio. This category is the ordering of the 
argument and the organization of the speech. Third category elocutio deals with style 
of the speech. This category emerges as the most prominent one in Renaissance and 
especially becomes important in Baroque period (Bent & Pople, n.d.). Memoria, the 
fourth category, deals with the memorization of the speech. Final division, 
pronuntiatio, is delivery and it is concerned with the transmission of the speech to 
the audience. According to Bent and Pople, these categories have the aim of moving, 
delighting, and instructing (Bent & Pople, n.d.).  
 
According to Peter Ramus, the only divisions proper to art are elocutio or style and 
pronuntiatio or delivery (Lauer, 2004). The divisions, inventio or invention, 
dispositio or organization, and memoria or memory belong to the oration rather than 
the arts. According to Bent and Pople, these five level divisions differ related to the 
music of the era in question (Bent & Pople, n.d.). Because Renaissance rhetoric 
aimed to persuade over others, inventio and pronuntiatio are important in this 
historical period. Rhetoric use in music in Elizabethan England and late Renaissance 
writing mainly point towards the division of elocutio (Wells, 1984). The frequent use 
of the term “eloquent” is also supportive of the third division’s importance in 
Elizabethan England. Henry Peacham the Elder has a rhetoric treatise titled “The 
Garden of Eloquence” published first in 1577. In this treatise, Peacham writes 
examples regarding the third division and he gives a list of rhetorical figures that can 
be used in oration (Peacham, 1577).  
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The frequency in which rhetoric appears in treatises from England towards the end of 
the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century calls into question how the 
Elizabethans were involved with rhetoric. Peter Mack in his Elizabethan Rhetoric 
demonstrates the different levels of rhetoric education in Elizabethan England 
(Mack, 2004). According to Mack, rhetoric was taught in grammar schools and more 
importantly in Oxford and Cambridge Universities. This makes rhetoric a discourse, 
which every educated person is capable of executing or at least the education system 
makes them aware of the most important writings in oration and rhetoric from the 
classical era (Mack, 2004). Robert Toft also states the same idea, claiming that every 
educated person would have considered the rhetorical figures as invaluable to 
reading and writing poetry (Toft, 1984).  
 
Because the figures were continually discussed in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 
England, the rhetorical analysis of the works of art, songs in this research’s case, 
become important. Rhetorical analysis as mentioned above has always been part of 
the analysis methodology even dating before the 1750s, when analysis became more 
formal (Bent & Pople, n.d.). Marie Logan quotes Noam Chomsky stating rhetorical 
analysis’s role in helping to reveal the character of the orator:  
We must be careful not to overlook the fact that surface similarities may hide 
underlying distinctions of a fundamental nature, and that it may be necessary 
to guide and draw out the speaker's intuition in perhaps fairly subtle ways 
before we can determine what is the actual character of his knowledge of his 
language or of anything else. (Logan, 1978) 
 
Considering Chomsky’s idea, musico-rhetorical analysis will help showcase John 
Dowland’s actual intentions regarding the sacred pieces he published in A Pilgrimes 
Solace.  
3.3 Rhetorical Figures 
As mentioned above, rhetorical devices employed are important tools to learn more 
about the intention of the composer behind his compositional choices and the 
meaning that he is trying to convey. According to Robert Toft, everyone in late 
sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century England would have been trained in rhetoric 
and would have known the figures as they are valuable aids in reading and writing 
poetry (Toft, 1984). In a contemporary treatise published in 1622, Henry Peacham 
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the Younger described these rules and figures in his book The Compleat Gentleman. 
Toft also states that John Dowland though of the songs he composed as passionate 
airs or prosopopoeiae, so these songs were expected to be performed with the 
awareness of rhetorical figures, thus emphasizing the important of certain elements 
in the text per composer’s choices (Toft, 1984). An important rhetorical technique is 
called pathopoeia, which are the figures designed to move the audience emotionally. 
Henry Peacham describes pathopoeia in his book as follows: 
The first is when the Orator being moved himselfe with anie of these 
affections (sorrow excepted) doth bend & apply his speech to stir his hearers 
to the same: and this kind is called Imagination... The other kind of 
Pathopeia, is when the Orator by declaring some lamentable cause, moveth 
his hearers to pitie and compassion, to shew mercy, and to pardon offences... 
A serious and deepe affection in the Orator is a mighty furtherance and helpe 
to this figure, as when he is zealous, and deeply touched himselfe with any of 
those vehement affections, but specially if he be inwardly moved with a 
pitifull affection, he moveth his hearers to the same compassion and pitie, by 
his passionate pronountiation. (Toft, 1984) 
 
This rhetorical technique is also related to the performance category rather than the 
elocutio. Deriving from the way John Dowland uses rhetorical figures, he is expected 
that he would have wanted the “orators” or singers to move the audience as if they 
were themselves moved by the text.  
 
There are several rhetorical figures that Dowland uses frequently especially in these 
pieces from A Pilgrimes Solace. First one is epizeuxis, the immediate repetition of a 
word for greater vehemence or emphasis. According to George Puttenham in his The 
Art of English Poesie of 1589 describes the importance of epizeuxis as “the repetition 
of one word or clause doth much alter and affect the eare and also the mynde of the 
hearer, and therefore is counted a very brave figure both with the Poets and 
rhetoriciens” (Toft, 1984). Another figure is climax. This is the repetition of a 
melody but in a higher or lower register. A third figure is articulus, which a 
technique where the words that are delivered slowly with emphasizing each one with 
a longer rhythmic figure for greater vehemence (Toft, 1984). Parrhesia is expressing 
sorrow and grief through the use of clashing harmonic relations, such as false 
relations. Anastrophe is changing the word order to accentuate different parts of a 
phrase. Palilogia is repeating a melodic phrase in the same pitch level in order to add 
importance to the phrase. The final figure is aposiopesis, that is, ending a statement 
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unexpectedly and with a short resolution to convey the adversity to continue as if the 
singer’s sorrow overcomes them, and forces them to stop (Toft, 1984).  
3.4 A Pilgrimes Solace 
3.4.1 In This Trembling Shadow 
One should examine these devices and figures in their realization to extract the 
meaning and purpose behind the aforementioned religious pieces. The first partsong 
that has a religious text in the collection, A Pilgrimes Solace, is “In this trembling 
shadow”. This is, as all the partsongs that will be analyzed in this vein, a 4-voice 
partsong with lute accompaniment. Lute and cantus voices are printed in the same 
page giving the option to perform these pieces as lute songs. Even though, the actual 
content of the text is very important, it is beneficial to consider it after the rhetorical 
devices used are found, so that the meaning of the text as Dowland emphasized 
appears more clearly.  
 
When first looked at the overall style, chromaticism is not observed, thus it usually 
stays within the boundaries of a single mode. Dowland uses two important patterns 
in this piece. First one is the long rests put in cantus line between phrases. If one is to 
consider this song as a lute song, the long rests suggest an overall fatigue of the 
singer that go beside the weight in the meaning of the text. The second pattern is the 
longer rhythmic values used at the beginning of the phrases (mm. 1, 14, 23). Again 
this illustrates the fatigue of the singer because the phrases take a longer time to start. 
Individual figures are also important to understand which lines or words of the poem 
are emphasized. In m. 3, there is an augmented fifth on the word “trembling”, which 
is then immediately repeated (epizeuxis). Afterwards the whole line “in this 
trembling shadow” is repeated. A lot of repeated words and phrases are found in this 
piece such as; “human troubles”, “songs to the lord”, “thy rites none begin” and “till 
they feel”. Dowland may have chose to repeat these words in order to demonstrate 
and emphasize contemplation and a devotion to prayer. His repeated word choices 
are the ones where one expects emphasis.  
 
An example of aposiopesis can be seen in m. 12 when cantus line resolves onto a G 
major chord and goes silent with an unexpectedly short resolution. Another 
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unexpected end of a phrase is seen in m. 21, because cantus ends, again with a 
minim, just before the collective end of all voices, and stays silent during that 
cadential point. The figure articulus is seen in mm. 16, 19, 20, where the word 
“troubles” is rhythmically slowed down in all three repetitions of “human troubles”. 
A clearer example occurs in m. 29 where all voices, except tenor, significantly slow 
down rhythmically on the word “darkness”. Not a horizontal but vertical repetition of 
Eb major occurs in m. 23 with words “songs to the Lord”; this can be interpreted as a 
palilogia. Also this moment appears as the first moment of homophony between 
voices. A parrhesia figure is used on the word “my” of “on my mind” in the bassus 
line in mm. 31 and 32. This word first is sung using an F# which after a one-note 
intermission becomes an F. Anastrophe is used in m. 44 where different voices 
repeat, thus emphasize and accentuate different parts of the phrase “Till they feel thy 
light”.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: “In this trembling shadow,” mm. 1-5. 
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Figure 3.2: “In this trembling shadow,” mm. 10-14. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: “In this trembling shadow,” mm. 23-29. 
 
 
Figure 3.4: “In this trembling shadow,” mm. 29-33. 
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Figure 3.5: “In this trembling shadow,” mm. 44-48. 
3.4.2 If That A Sinners Sighes Be Angels Foode 
The second piece of the collection is “If that a Sinners sighes be Angels foode”. The 
text used is a poem by John Milton, and William Byrd also sets this poem in his 1588 
collection Psalmes, Sonnets, Songs (Fellows, 1929). This partsong is a simpler one in 
style in comparison with “In this trembling shadow”, because notes almost always 
stay in the mode. Chromaticism is not employed in anywhere significant. However, 
rhetoric figures used show similarity to “In this trembling shadow”. Again long rests 
are observed in the cantus line. Similar rhetorical figures are used in this piece. A 
climax is also used this time in mm. 18 and 19, where “Accept O Lord” is sung first 
in a higher register, then in a low register, by bassus and tenor voices. “These hearty 
sighs and doleful plaints of mine” phrase is sung in a homophonic texture, which 
suggest, in such a contrapuntal style, an emphasis on unity regarding this phrase. 
Epizeuxis words are: “repentant tears”, “not as Peter did”, and “weep”. The 
repetitions of the word “weep” is more important than others in this piece, because it 
is repeated many times with false relations and dissonant leaps within different 
voices. This word is emphasized heavily and the sorrow of the figure is explained 
through other devices. Also “bitterly” word is elongated by all voices.  
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Figure 3.6: “If that a Sinners sighes be Angels foode,” mm. 16-18. 
 
 
Figure 3.7: “If that a Sinners sighes be Angels foode,” mm. 19-21. 
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Figure 3.8: “If that a Sinners sighes be Angels foode,” mm. 38-42. 
 
To see the similarities and differences between John Dowland, and his past, this 
piece provides an important opportunity. As mentioned above, this piece was also set 
by William Byrd in 1588. So, one can observe the development in the same partsong 
in twenty four years. This piece also bears, harmonically, a simple style. It usually 
stays in the mode. The names of the lines are different. Byrd calls the voices with 
their older names (Superius, Medius, Contratenor, Tenor, and Bassus). It is again a 
five-voice texture, however instead of an accompaniment like the lute, Byrd uses a 
“contratenor” voice. This is the significant difference. Rhetorical figures are not 
employed. There is only one repetition of the phrase “accept O Lord” around m. 11 
in all voices.  
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Figure 3.9: “If that a Sinners sighs”, mm. 11-13. (Byrd, 1588) 
3.4.3 Thou Mighty God – When Davids Life by Saul – When The Poore Criple 
The third piece is “Thou Mighty God – When Davids Life by Saul – When the poor 
Criple”, and it is a collection of three partsongs. The text is from Nicholas Breton’s 
The Soules Harmony published in either 1601 or 1602 and there are a few alterations 
to the text printed (Doughtie, 1964). More conservative style of previous pieces 
changes with this one. Especially the first part, “Thou Mighty God”, includes densely 
chromatic sections. It starts with a pronounced, in the cantus line, A against an E 
major chord on the word “mighty”. Epizeuxis phrases are: “listen to patience”, 
“patience assuaged”, “when sorrows came”, “his heart”, “till comfort came again”, 
and “misery and pain”. In m. 19 “dying” is slowed down rhythmically in the middle 
of “a dying song” phrase. Another articulus is employed in m. 125 with “no sooner 
he on Christ”.  Other interesting features include the long cadence in the piece of 
piece after the phrase “misery and pain” and the long, a semibreve, rest of all the 
voices, and the very low voiced, by bassus and altus –at their low ends–, sounding 
“Criple” in the beginning of the final part.  
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Figure 3.10: “Thou Mighty God,” mm. 1-6. 
 
 
Figure 3.11: “When the poor Criple,” mm. 120-123. 
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Figure 3.12: “When the poor Criple,” m. 124. 
3.4.4 Where Sinne Sore Wounding 
The last piece that has a religious text in the publication A Pilgrimes Solace is 
“Where Sinne sore wounding”. This creates a significant contrast to the previous 
piece and thus creates the internal stylistic structure of modern-conservative-modern-
conservative within A Pilgrimes Solace’s religious text settings. One interesting 
feature of this partsong is in the final section “father of mercy” or if the final stanza 
is concerned “gives me this spirit” is repeated until the very end, depicting a plea, 
and because it is the final religious text of the publication, this increases the 
significance of this epizeuxis. This repetition is a different one in terms of 
importance, because while it is true that repetition in some way existed throughout 
the notated music history, considering the rhetorical context of this piece, this almost 
obsessive repetition of “father of mercy” becomes a plea and carries a much deeper 
meaning than a regular repetition or even epizeuxis.  
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Figure 3.13: “Where Sinne sore wounding,” m. 16. 
 
 
Figure 3.14: “Where Sinne sore wounding,” mm. 17-18. 
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Figure 3.15: “Where Sinne sore wounding,” mm. 19-20. 
3.4.5 Overall style of A Pilgrimes Solace 
After the analyses of individual pieces, it is important to look at the overall style of 
this final book of Dowland, A Pilgrimes Solace. Stylistically, it differs from 
Dowland’s other publications. However, stylistically the publication does not differ 
within. Other partsongs from this book have similar rhetorical devices employed. But 
if one looks at the overall style of this book, as it is shown with a concise analysis of 
four pieces above, “the method of matching each complete line of a poem with a 
concise musical phrase is now largely laid aside, and a style is adopted by him that is 
even freer and more extended than that found in the great songs of the second book” 
(Fellowes, 1929). “He gives unusual independence to all four vocal lines in contrast 
to his normal cantus-dominated style of four-part writing” (Rooley, 1983). This 
modern style can be connected to the accusations of being old fashioned by younger 
musicians following his return to London as Dowland himself complains in the 
reader dedication of this publication (Dowland, 1612; Fellows, 1929). Also Dowland 
shows in this dedication that he is not content with the current style that is dominant 
in London surrounding his return, and defines it as “strange entertainment” and calls 
these people “that shroude themselves under the title of musicians: simple Cantors 
with their division-making, and young men professors of the Lute” (Dowland, 1612). 
His use of the modern style can be interpreted as an answer to the crisis that was 
created by the young musicians of the day related to the existing paradigm, which 
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was common practice before he left London (Kuhn, 1962). Dowland’s insistence on 
the use of lute in all of the compositions in A Pilgrimes Solace, point to the same 
direction, and he also mentions this debate in his dedication, clearly stating that viol 
de gamba cannot be as expressive as the lute (Dowland, 1612). He also suggests, 
“young people should take up the defense of their profession”, thus these 
compositions can be seen as an attempt to strengthen the existing paradigm 
(Dowland, 1612; Kuhn, 1962).  
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4.  CONCLUSIONS 
This research’s aim is to provide an expanded perspective on the social strata that led 
to the composition of A Pilgrimes Solace. The research tries to avoid musico-
rhetorical analysis’s pitfalls by employing sociological theories and basing the 
meaning interpretation of the pieces on a more concrete background. Considering 
Husserl’s retention concept, the process of broadening a historiographical approach 
becomes crucial in order to comment on a decision of a person with some basis. The 
art world theory of Becker explains how an artwork is created, thus it is important in 
the diffusion of the illusion that an artwork can be made by an isolated single person. 
Georgina Born’s orders of temporality framework provides an important method to 
observe the retentive memories of a thing, in this case an artwork, and it helps to 
better connect this artwork and involved parties with their collective background. 
Finally, Rodgers’s diffusion of innovations combined with the concept of paradigm 
from Thomas Kuhn helps to illustrate expected behavioral patterns of the composer 
in question, John Dowland.  
 
As the research suggests above, Dowland is an integrated professional of an art 
world, and he could have stayed away from the conventions, in other words 
restrictions, that were followed by that art world during his patronage under Christian 
IV in Denmark. However, after his return to London in 1606, as he, as well as 
several scholars mentioned, Dowland was received well in London, thus he had to 
change his regular way of composing in order to be able to protect his position as an 
integrated professional in this art world. So my interpretation is that, even though one 
may interpret certain signs such as Dowland mentioning his age for the first time, or 
his tendency to keep referring to younger musicians, and his very skillful handling of 
the devotional texts, as a sign of exploration of Dowland’s own spirituality in his 
later life, he was more inclined towards conforming to conventions, which always 
include settings of religious texts. In connection with his frustration towards this art 
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world, that’s why he may have chosen such a significant amount of religious texts in 
his last publication.  
 
One needs to take such an approach, as tested above, in order to interpret the 
intention of the composer in composing such an unorthodox, in relation to his own 
oeuvre, set of pieces in Elizabethan era. Because, according to Rooley, “Dowland's 
concern for dark imagery is not necessarily, and certainly not primarily, a reflection 
of his own condition”, and his dark imagery can be extended to other areas of 
musical invention of Dowland (Rooley, 1983). In addition, Wells stresses that 
“students of the Renaissance are well aware that the personal details of an artist's life 
are rarely a reliable guide in this period at least-to the meaning of his work”, thus a 
combinatorial approach which includes both the personal life and the actual work he 
produced combined with the societal conditions are considered for this paper (Wells, 
1985). Finally, this research proposes an explanation to the puzzling question of why 
Dowland chose religious texts to set in his final publication.    
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